Most information-retrieval systems preprocess the data to produce an auxiliary index structure. Empirically, it has been observed that there is a tradeoff between query response time and the size of the index. When indexing a large corpus, such as the web, the size of the index is an important consideration. In this case it would be ideal to produce an index that is substantially smaller than the text.
Most information-retrieval systems preprocess the data to produce an auxiliary index structure. Empirically, it has been observed that there is a tradeoff between query response time and the size of the index. When indexing a large corpus, such as the web, the size of the index is an important consideration. In this case it would be ideal to produce an index that is substantially smaller than the text.
In this work we prove a linear lower bound on the size of any index that reports the location (if any) of a substring in the text in time proportional to the length of the pattern. In other words, an index supporting linear-time substring searches requires about as much space as the original text. Here "time" is measured in the number of bit probes to the text; an arbitrary amount of computation may be done on an arbitrary amount of the index. Our lower bound applies to inverted word indices as well.
Introduction
Text retrieval is crucial in such contexts as searching the web, news, and medical databases. The most basic problem, used as a subroutine in most search engines, is to search for a given substring (keyword or phrase) in a corpus of text. Because the text database changes infrequently relative to the frequency and abundancy of queries, fundamental to any search technique is a preprocessing step to prepare an index for fast searches.
It has been observed empirically that the larger an index the better the query time. To illustrate with an extreme example, in the absence of an index, it is necessary to examine the entire text to see if the query string is present. For example, the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [KMP77] requires no index and runs in time proportional to the length of the text plus the pattern. In practice such a search is done often with the UNIX utility grep. On the other end of the spectrum, a query can be answered in time that is linear in the length of the pattern. This bound is obtained by the popular su~ix tree data structure [Wei73, McC76, Ukk95, GK97] . The index consists of O(n) words, where n is the number of bits in the text. Recently, Grossi and Vitter [GV00] have shown that the space can be improved to O(n) bits (proportional to the size of the text) for a slight sacrifice in query time, an additive factor of O(lg ~ n).
An important but relatively unstudied field of research is to determine the asymptotic tradeoff between fast queries and a small index. As time is currently the most important issue in most systems, a natural problem in this field is to determine the minimum amount of space required by an index supporting linear-time substring searches. In this paper we prove the first nontrivial lower bound on this problem. Specifically, we show that any such indexing structure requires space proportional to the text itself. This bound applies in a powerful bit-probe model in which the search algorithm has free access to the entire index and can perform unlimited computation--only probes to the text are charged. We also show that the same lower bound holds in the practical case of inverted word indices, where the text is broken into n/w allowed query "words" each of length W.
Model of Computation.
More formally, we consider the problem of determining the location, if any, of a given query string P (the pattern) in the text string T, in time bounded in terms of the length of the pattern, [PI, using an index I. The index is a static structure precomputed before query time, and for the purposes of lower bounds we do not consider the preprocessing time needed to build I. The search algorithm has access to P, T, and I, and the standard model is that it can perform O(IPI) total internal computations and accesses (probes) to P, T, and I. We impose one restriction to this model, that each probe to the text T only retrieves a single bit from T.
Our lower bound applies to a much stronger model. The search algorithm is allowed an unlimited amount of computation, and can read the entire index I and pattern P; we only count the number of bit probes made to the text T. This model is stronger than the powerful bit-probe model [BMRS00, Mi193, YaoS1], which in particular is stronger than a RAM in which probes to the text are restricted to bit probes. Our lower bounds of course apply to these models as well.
Main Result
In this section we prove the following theorem under the preceding model of computation: 2.1 Construction. Consider a random permutation of the integers 0,... ,n -1, random in the Kolmogorov sense [LV97] , i.e., the Kolmogorov complexity of the permutation is lgn! -O(1). From such a permutation we construct the text T by writing the numbers in binary, using exactly lgn bits each, in the order given by the permutation, and terminating each binary representation with a special character #. For example, for n = 16, the permutation 5, 12, 1,..., 15, 10 would generate the string
... #IIII#I010#.
Define N = IT I = n(lgn + 1). Note that while we use a ternary alphabet for convenience, this can easily be avoided by a standard trick. Our only requirement is that the substrings such as 0101# appear exactly once in the text. Thus, we can replace the # symbol with the special string 1 k, and modify all previously existing occurrences of the prefix 1 k-1 to lk-10. The original string T is easily recovered from this new string. Because each binary string occurs with essentially uniform probability throughout T, the length of the new string is N for the original T, plus kn for the total length of the separators, plus roughly N/2 k-1 for the extra O's added to occurrences of 1 k-1. Choosing k = 1 +lg Inn minimizes the length of the new string, achieving
In the remainder of the proof, we assume that the alphabet is ternary for simplicity of presentation.
2.2 Proof Outline. Because the permutation and hence the text T has Kolmogorov complexity lgn!-
The heart of the proof is to show that the text T can be reconstructed from the index I plus two small auxiliary structures A and B. That is, we will construct structures A and B so that, together, I, A, and B form an encoding of T. We can combine I, A, and B into one string by first encoding the length of I, so that I and AB can later be partitioned. (Separating A and B will be easy.) By the Kolmogorov argument above, this proves that
Thus, if we can build A and B sufficiently small, say o(N), we obtain a lower bound of N -o(N) on the size of I. But note that A and B do not even have to be sublinear in the size N of the text. Kolmogorov complexity gives us a tight bound on the encoding size, specifying that the leading constant on N is 1. Thus, provided IAI + IBI < cN for some constant c < 1, we obtain a linear lower bound on III, namely
III > (1 -c)N -O(N/lg g).
2.3 Ideas for Encoding. If the search algorithm made no probes to the text T, it follows trivially that the index I encodes all positional information for each pattern. Specifically, suppose there were a search algorithm Search that computes the location of a pattern P using only the index I. Then the original text T can be reconstructed by sequentially querying all patterns, as follows:
Algorithm Decoding • For P from 00--.0# to 11..-1#:
1. Let b denote the beginning of the occurrence of the pattern P found by Search (P).
2. Write the pattern P into positions b,b + 1,..., b + lg n of the reconstructed text T.
Of course, our task is not this easy: the query algorithm can perform as many as clP I probes to T for some constant c. We can think of the Search algorithm as having the following outline:
Generic Algorithm Search (P, I, T)
1. Initialize our "knowledge" to the pattern P and index I. as an auxiliary structure. (Define PP, i arbitrarily if fewer than i probes were made during the call to Search (P, I, T).) Of course, this auxiliary structure is too large, taking cn lg n = cN bits.
Slightly more sophisticated is to encode just the new probed bits. In other words, the encoding algorithm for T simulates the execution of Decoding, and whenever its subroutine Search probes position p, the encoder first checks whether it has already encoded the bit Tip]. If so, the encoder simply omits the bit, with no explicit code; otherwise, the bit is simply written in the encoded string. The decoder, on the other hand, has perfect knowledge of what bits it has probed so far, so whenever it comes across a new bit to probe, it plays the same game: if it has never probed that bit before, it reads the next unread bit in the encoded string, taking that as the probe result; and otherwise, it uses its knowledge of the past to determine the result of the probe. This scheme is somewhat more efficient than the trivial one above, although still insufficient; however, this idea will be used heavily in our encoding.
2.4 Our Encoding Scheme. We use two auxiliary structures, A and B, to efficiently encode the probed bits during the simulated execution of Decoding. The basic strategy is that when searching for a pattern P, we decide whether to record in A the new bits probed in T. After all queries have been made and A has been filled, any remaining probed bits in T that remain unrecorded will be recorded in B.
More precisely, the auxiliary structure A is a table with n rows, one per pattern from 00-.. 0 to 11-.-1. Algorithm Encoding (detailed below) loops over the patterns, following a simulated execution of Decoding. Each row of table A contains a bit specifying whether the row is "present." If it is present, the row effectively records the bits probed by Search (P, I, T) that were not already probed (as in the second method above). The idea is that we will record the probed bits i] they will give us a significant bonus in implicitly revealing other bits. The advantage of recording the probe values for a Search is that the decoder can later simulate the execution of Search and actually determine the location of the pattern P: this reveals lg n + 1 bits of the text to be the pattern followed by a # symbol. Some of these bits may already be known to the decoder, but some may not. If a constant fraction is not known, say at least r lg n out of the lg n + 1 bits are newly revealed, we make the row of A present. We will optimize the constant r (0 < r < 1) later.
If a row is absent, it consists only of the presence bit, 0. If the row is present, it continues with two additional fields. Again, the goal of these fields is just to encode the bits probed by Search (P, I, T) in order to reveal the bits where the pattern P occurs. However, Search might probe a bit (or several) that is discovered, at the end of the search, to occur within the found instance of P. We need to avoid encoding these bits, for otherwise our "bonus" will be lost.
Thus, if Search probes a bit that occurs within the to-be-found instance of P, the first field of the row encodes the first probe with this property (encoded in binary using exactly lg(clgn) bits), followed by the distance from the beginning of the instance of P to the probed bit (encoded in binary using exactly lg(lg n + 1) bits). Then the second field encodes any bits probed by Search that were not probed or revealed before and are not within the occurrence of the pattern P. On the other hand, the decoder reads the answers from probes made by Search using the second field, until it reaches the probed bit specified in the first field. Then it determines the location of the pattern P, and adds those bits to its knowledge. Finally, the decoder continues reading the second field as usual until reaching the next pattern P and row of A.
The simpler case is when Search does not probe any bit in the to-be-found instance of P. Then the first field just encodes a zero bit to state this fact, and the second field encodes all probed bits that were not already encoded in A.
After the simulated execution of Algorithm Decoding, some of the probed bits have been encoded in A, and other bits have been revealed by knowing the locations of patterns. Any unknown bits of T are now written into B, ordered left-to-right as they occur in T. Thus it is clear that by applying essentially the same process, we can decode A and B to reconstruct the original text T. The remaining question is how efficient our encoding is.
Algorithm Encoding (P)
• For P from 00-..0# to 11...1#: • For i from 1 to N,
If T[i] is not marked as known, write T[i] (as a bit of B).
2.5 Size of Encoding. It may be surprising that our carefully worded encoding method actually saves space in the worst case over the simpler encoding algorithms, but we will show that the savings are significant. The basic idea is two-fold. First, as mentioned, if most of the bits in the instance of P are unknown, then it pays to encode the probe bits, because then we learn where P is and hence learn most of those lg n bits for free. Second, we will show that a significant portion of pattern instances will have this property, i.e. A will have many rows, inducing much savings. Equation (2.1) tells us that the encoding of the triple (I, A, B) has size at least n lgn-O(n). Equivalently, we have 
4) -O(n)
The work so far has simply converted the encoding method into algebra. The important part that remains is marked with a brace in Equation (2.4): bound the total number of bits encoded explicitly in A and B, i.e., the number of probe bits encoded in A plus the entire size of B.
Consider any bit in the text T. The bit is within exactly one of the query patterns, say P. We distinguish two Eases:
Case 1: The row of A corresponding to P is absent.
There are b(lgn + 1) such bits.
In this case, the bit is either encoded as a probe bit in another row of A, or it will be encoded in B. Indeed, this accounts for all bits encoded in B, and some of the probe bits encoded in A.
Case 2: The row of A corresponding to P is present.
In this case, the bit is implicitly encoded by the discovered location of P. This means that the bit will not be explicitly encoded in any future rows of A or in B. However, it may have already been encoded in an earlier row of A.
Fortunately, by the definition of A, we have a bound on the number of such bits. Namely, this row of A was chosen to be present because the number of already known bits of P was at most r lg n. Thus, the number of bits of this type that are encoded as probe bits in A (over all present rows of A) is at most ar lg n.
In total, we have the estimate
[number of probed bits in A]+IB I <_ blgn+b+arlgn.
Combining this equation with (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain
Lastly, for this bound to be useful, we must bound a from below. To do this, we recount which of the n lg n bits of T are encoded where. On the one hand, each row of A encodes at most c lg n probe bits, plus implicitly encoding at most Ig n + 1 pattern bits. Thus, number of bits encoded by A < a((1 + c)lgn + 1).
On the other hand, whenever a portion of a pattern P is encoded in B, at least rigs of the bits were already explicitly or implicitly encoded in A, leaving at most (1 -r) lg n + 1 bits of the pattern to be encoded in B. This work starts an important area in text retrieval of determining the size of the smallest index to support fast substring searches. We have proved the first nontrivial lower bound on this problem. Namely, we have shown that if the search algorithm makes only o(IPI ~) bit probes into the text for a query substring P, then the size of the index must be proportional to the text. Our bound of ~(IT[) on the size of the index is tight up to a constant factor in our model because probes to the index are free: a trivial strategy is to store an exact copy of the text in the index, and answer queries by scanning the index. However, it is natural to ask for the exact constant factor. It seems difficult to improve past this trivial strategy, so we conjecture that the constant is 1: Another open problem is how small the index can be if the algorithm is allowed O(IPI) probes into the text, when a probe retrieves a word instead of a bit. Here we follow the standard model of a word being lg n bits or so. Our result comes close to answering this question, by showing that the index must have linear size even for o([P[ Ig n) bit probes, none of which have to be consecutive. It seems that with lg n clusters of lg n consecutive bit probes, no improvement can be made, and again the size of the index must be linear in the size of the text.
Finally, there is work to be done on the upperbound side. 
